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10th Nov 2010 
 

Dear Ms Martin,  
 
Consideration of Petition PE1352 
 
I refer to your letter of 8th November and previous email from Alison Wilson of 29th 
October with attached response from the Ministry of Defence.  
 
I am sorry to learn there has not been any formal response from either the Scottish 
Government or indeed Historic Scotland as I would be very interested to have had 
clarification of their position.  
 
In any event it is evident that the issue of ownership, which the Committee previously 
queried, is clarified in the MoD response and that ownership does rest with the Scottish 
Government. In addition I have had some Freedom of Information responses that 
confirm that there is no formal leasing arrangement in place between the MoD and 
Scottish Ministers in relation to the areas of the Castle which the Army currently operate 
in and that their presence there is a result of custom and practice and not any binding 
legal contract or lease.  
 
The MoD also make reference to the regulations (Queens Regulations) related to flying 
flags at MoD establishments and its origins in the original 1873 list of “designated flag 
flying stations”. As previously stated Queens Regulations only apply to serving 
members of the UK armed forces and carry no weight whatsoever under Scots law on 
individuals, organisations or indeed Scottish Ministers. Secondly Edinburgh Castle is 
not part of the MoD’s estates and they cannot apply Queens Regulations to property 
they do not own, or for which they have no lease or contract with.  
 
In other public statements the MoD have claimed that the reason the Union Flag flies in 
the “superior position” (their term) over all other flags at the Castle is by virtue of 
Edinburgh Castle being a military barracks and ceremonial HQ. However Freedom of 
Information returns I have received today from the MoD highlight the inconsistency of 
this position and point out that the Union Flag does not fly over Horse Guards or 
previously the War Office. The MoD have also stated in these returns that not every 
garrison in the UK or Empire was designated a flag flying station and they are unable to 
determine with any certainty how Edinburgh Castle was included in the original 1873 list 
of “Designated Flag Flying Stations”.  
 
In any event Scotland has moved on considerably since 1873 and the Castle has 
become the premier tourist attraction in the country and the military presence there has 
a purely symbolic role. Saltire Scotland has undertaken extensive research amongst 
tourist visitors to the Castle and the overwhelming majority favour the Saltire being 



restored to the highest position on the Castle to reflect the positive image our national 
flag represents.  
 
In conslusion, the MoD have conceded they do not own Edinburgh Castle and have no 
formal lease with Scottish Ministers or their agents Historic Scotland who manage the 
site on behalf of Scottish Ministers. The flying of the Union Flag in the “superior position” 
is not laid down in specific regulations that carry any force in Scots law or any binding 
agreement or contract on either Historic Scotland nor Scottish Ministers. The 
regulations, as they exist, apply only to members of the UK armed forces and to 
property and estates they actually own. There is therefore no legal or other impediment, 
other than formal application for planning permission, for the erection of the proposed 
new flag pole which would carry the Saltire.  
 
I trust that is of some assistance and I am happy to help clarify any other points the 
Committee may have in relation to this proposal and petition.  
 
Yours sincerely,  
 
 
 
Mark Hirst 
 
 
 
 


